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Abstract. We apply the recently proposed hybrid particle-ensemble
Kalman filter to assimilate Lagrangian data into a non-linear, high-
dimensional quasi-geostrophic ocean model. Effectively the hybrid fil-
ter applies a particle filter to the highly nonlinear, low-dimensional La-
grangian instrument variables while applying an ensemble Kalman type
update to the high-dimensional Eulerian flow field. We present some ini-
tial results from this hybrid filter and compare those to results from a
standard ensemble Kalman filter and an ensemble run without assimila-
tion.

1 Introduction

Monitoring the behavior of oceans relies heavily on Lagrangian instruments –
drifters, gliders, and floats – because they not only provide the most effective
source of subsurface information, but also provide vast spatio-temporal coverage
both on- and sub-surface. Drifters and floats are passive instruments and thus
their trajectories are purely Lagrangian. Data from drifters4 comes in the form
of a time series of locations sampled from these trajectories. Drifters’ Lagrangian
paths can exhibit very nonlinear behavior even if the dynamics governing the
underlying flow are linear [1]. Furthermore, realistic ocean models are high-
dimensional and this poses a great challenge to nonlinear filters [19]. Recently
the authors developed a hybrid particle-ensemble Kalman filter designed to as-
similate nonlinear Lagrangian data into (potentially) high-dimensional Eulerian
flow models [18]. In this paper, we describe the first application of this hybrid
filter to a high-dimensional flow field.

Much progress has been made over the last dozen years in assimilating La-
grangian data into ocean models. There are two prevailing approaches: convert-
ing the path data into local velocity data [10,9], or appending the dynamics of
drifter advection to the state and assimilating trajectory data directly [8,6]. The
latter approach is typically referred to as the augmented state space approach to
Lagrangian data assimilation (LaDA) and the hybrid filter we will describe is
designed for this strategy. Both particle filters (PF) and ensemble Kalman filters

4 We will use the term drifter going forward to refer to any Lagrangian instrument.



(EnKF) have been used for LaDA. Particle filters have successfully assimilated
data from Lagrangian paths which travel near unstable fixed points [20], but
only in a low-dimensional setting. The ensemble Kalman filter has been applied
to a high-dimensional flow setting [16], but has only proved effective with rela-
tively frequent (near linear) observations. A hybrid grid-particle filter designed
for LaDA in [14,15] inspired the strategy we followed by applying different fil-
tering approaches to different parts of the state space.

The hybrid particle-ensemble Kalman filter begins with a relatively small
ensemble of flow members. Each flow member is assigned a large ensemble of
drifters (as opposed to one member per flow in a typical EnKF). This particular
set up is motivated by two reasons: i) flow evolution is computationally expensive
relative to drifter evolution but the nonlinearities are less prominent compared
with drifter dynamics, and ii) a cloud of drifters can naturally explore possible
nonlinear paths whereas a single drifter member will only explore a single path
that may diverge from the true path due to nonlinearity.

An essential step in any particle filtering algorithm is the resampling needed
when the weights of many particles become too small, which happens very fre-
quently in high-dimensional systems – this is the well-known curse of dimen-
sionality. In the hybrid filter when resampling is needed, we apply an ensemble
Kalman type update to the flow variables and a particle filter type update to the
drifter variables. Furthermore, strategies developed for the EnKF, like localiza-
tion, can readily be applied in the hybrid PF-EnKF filter. Details of the hybrid
filter will be described in the next section. Then we will present an application of
the hybrid filter to the quasi-geostrophic model and follow it with a discussion.

2 Hybrid filter

In this section, we will give an overview of the hybrid filter. Since the main focus
of this work is on application of this filter to a nonlinear high-dimensional quasi-
geostrophic model, we refer the reader to [18] where we introduced and discussed
it in much greater detail. We will also outline some refinements to the approach
that we foresee as being needed to make it sufficiently robust for operational
applications.

We begin by combining the drifter location (Lagrangian components) xD

and flow field (typically the solution of a PDE defined over a grid – Eulerian
components) xF by writing the whole state as x = [xF ,xD]T . The evolution of
the state is then described by

dxF

dt
= fE(xF ) ,

dxD

dt
= fL(xF ,xD) , (1)

with fL and fE being the forward time operators in the models describing the
Lagrangian and Eulerian components, respectively. We will assimilate observa-
tions of the drifter position, so taking observation noise to be Gaussian, we write
the observation y at time t as

y = Hx(t) + ε = xD(t) + ε, ε ∼ N (0,R) (2)



where H = [0 I] is the observation operator and R is the noise covariance.

At any given time, the filtering distribution is described by a set of states
and weights {xF,f

i ,xD,f
i,j , wf

i,j}j=1,...,M
i=1,...,Ne

where Ne is the number of flow ensemble
members and M is the number of drifter members for each flow member yielding
a total number ofM·Ne particles. A pictorial representation of this decomposition
is given in Fig. 1. A description of just the flow distribution can be obtained by

Hybrid PF-EnKF

EnKF on high-dimensional flow state xF

PF on low-dimensional, highly nonlinear Lagrangian part xD

Ensemble:
{xFi , xDi ,j ,wi ,j}i=1...Ne , j=1...M

Update weights via standard particle filter update, and at resampling
times, update xF according to EnKF analysis.
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Fig. 1. Above is a visualization of the partition of ensemble members. In this example,
there are four flow members and each flow member has seven drifter members. The
size of each dot represents the relative weight of that particle.

marginalizing over the drifter variables. That is, we define w̃f
i =

∑
j w

f
i,j and

we have flow the distribution represented by a weighted ensemble, {xF,f
i , w̃f

i }.
The superscript f refers to states/weights from the forecast/prior distribution
(likewise the superscript a will represent analysis/posterior).

To begin the process, samples are chosen empirically from the initial prior
distribution and weights are set to wf

i,j = 1/(MNe). In the case that the effective

sample size Neff of the ensemble, approximated by Neff =
∑

i,j 1/w2
i,j , remains

above a user-defined threshold, Neff > N thresh
eff , our filter proceeds similar in

fashion to a Rao-Blackwellized PF [5]. That is, all states evolve forward in time
to the next observation instance according to Equation 1 and retain their old
weights to form the prior {xF,f

i ,xD,f
i,j , wf

i,j}. Then the observation is compared
to each particle under the likelihood p(y|x) to update the weights as

wa
i,j =

p(y|xD,f
i,j )wf

i,j∑
i,j p(y|x

D,f
i,j )wf

i,j

. (3)



Next we set xa = xf , yielding a drifter analysis/posterior distribution {xD,a
i,j , w

a
i,j},

and after marginalizing, a flow analysis/posterior {xF,a
i , w̃a

i }. The states in the
analysis are then pushed forward to the next observation instance and the pro-
cess just described is repeated.

At an observation instance where Neff falls beneath N thresh
eff , we proceed

with an update/resampling step and this is where our algorithm differs from
a typical PF – it treats the drifter and flow ensemble updates separately. The
drifter variables are updated/resampled by using the current observation to up-
date the weights to wa

i,j . Then drifter states are resampled via a bootstrap and
noise consistent with the observation covariance is added to spread out the sam-
ples. The current observation is used in a different manner to update the flow
ensemble. First, we take the weighted flow prior (recall the state has been evolved

to the current time, but each particle retains its prior weight) {xF,f
j , w̃f

j }. At this
point we apply a perturbed-observation EnKF update on the flow variables. To
describe this, we let AF,f be an NF ×Ne matrix (where NF is the number of flow

variables) with the ith column comprised of xF,f
i . We also let ÃD,f be a 2×Ne

matrix comprised of averaged drifter states x̄D,f
i corresponding to the respective

xF,f
i flow member, e.g. from the “averaged” distribution {xF,f

i , x̄D,f
i , w̃i}. We

use this to calculate the sample covariance matrix P which for LaDA is typically
decomposed as

P =

[
PFF PFD

PT
FD PDD

]
. (4)

Now the flow variables are updated by

AF,a = AF,f + Pf
FD(Pf

DD + R)−1(Y − ÃD,f ) (5)

where Y is a 2 × Ne matrix of perturbed observations. (Note that details of
obtaining perturbed observations for weighted samples can be found in [18].)

Then we have weighted posterior flow members {xF,a
i , w̃f

i } and we resample
these with a Metropolis-Hastings implementation of a bootstrapping algorithm
and set w̃a

i = 1/Ne. Now we have {xF,a
i ,xD,a

i,j , 1/(MNe)} and the algorithm
moves forward employing either a PF weight update or EnKF resampling step
as needed.

Note that the update/resampling step effectively culls low weight flow ensem-
ble members and retains multiple copies of high weight flow ensemble members.
Also note that these replicate flow members will only remain the same until the
next EnKF update. At that point, each will get a different correction according
to Equation 5 as each has its own ensemble of drifters and its own perturbed
observation. In Section 3.2, we present some encouraging results that this ap-
proach is adequate as a first implementation of the hybrid PF-EnKF to a high
dimensional problem. That said, we suspect this approach underestimates the
covariance in the flow variables. Thus we are currently investigating function
space sampling techniques to perturb the bootstrapped ensemble flow members.



3 Application to a high dimensional model

In this section, we will discuss the application of the hybrid filter, introduced
above, to the Lagrangian data assimilation problem in a high dimensional fluid
flow problem. In particular, we will consider a nonlinear quasi-geostrophic model
(QG) with a constant wind forcing in a rectangular basin over a flat bottom.
The observations are that of a passive Lagrangian drifter in this flow. We per-
form identical twin type numerical experiments with the hybrid PF-EnKF filter,
and also the usual perturbed observation ensemble Kalman filter. We compare
the outcomes of these filters to that of a free run of the QG model without
assimilation of these observations.

3.1 QG model and observational setup

The quasi-geostrophic model we consider describes the dynamics of the changes
in surface height η(x, y, t) of a shallow layer of water over a flat bottom. The time
evolution of η is given by the following equation,[11] for (x, y) ∈ [0, 2L]× [0, L],
with L = 2000 km in our numerical results:[

∂

∂t
− ∂η

∂y

∂

∂x
+
∂η

∂x

∂

∂y

]
∆η = F (x, y, t) . (6)

Here the right hand side is the wind forcing which we choose to be F (x, y, t) =
α cos(πy/L), ∆ is the two-dimensional Laplacian, and we use no-slip boundary
conditions. The velocity components (u, v) and the vorticity ω are given by
following:

u(x, y, t) = −∂η
∂y

, v(x, y, t) =
∂η

∂x
, ω = ∆η . (7)

The quasi-geostrophic equation (6) can be thought of as the equation for con-
servation of vorticity in the case when the forcing is absent: F = 0. Thus, instead
of considering the surface height η as the dynamical variable, we can consider
the vorticity ω as the dynamical variable, obtaining the height by inverting the
Laplacian: η = ∆−1ω and then obtaining the velocity using Eqs. (7).

We solve the above equation (6) using a 3rd order upwind advection scheme
along with a predictor-corrector (Heun) method for time-stepping, with variable
step size that is fixed by using a CFL condition.5 The basic parameters of the
model and the forcing are chosen so that the basic flow consists of a classic
double gyre solution of the QG equations, as illustrated in Fig. 2. As we can see,
the Lagrangian trajectories are quite chaotic, a fact that will be of importance
later when discussing the results of the filtering estimates.

The Lagrangian dynamics is given by the following equations for the position
(xd, yd) of the drifter:

dxd
dt

= u(xd, yd, t) = −∂η
∂y

(xd, yd, t) ,
dyd
dt

= v(xd, yd, t) =
∂η

∂x
(xd, yd, t) .

(8)

5 We use a modified version of the codes due to Guillaume Roullet.[13]
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Fig. 2. The basic double gyre solution used in this work. A few typical Lagrangian
trajectories are shown as well.

The observations are that of the position of the drifter (xd, yd). We will use the
augmented state consisting of the flow variables (vorticity ω) and the drifter
position (xd, yd). Thus the observation operator is just a projection onto the
drifter variables.

We use a regular rectangular grid for solving Eq. (6), with grid spacing of
δ = 40 km in both x- and y-directions, whereas the basin size is set to be
4000 × 2000 km. Thus numerically, the dimension of the flow state space xF

is 5000 but since we assimilate data from only a single drifter trajectory, the
drifter state space xD is two-dimensional. In the next section, we now describe
the comparative results of the hybrid and ensemble Kalman filters with free run
of the above model.

3.2 Numerical results

The identical twin experiments we perform consist of the following setup. We first
choose a “random” initial condition for the vorticity field and the drifter location



and generate a solution of the QG equations along with a drifter trajectory. We
call this the “truth” or the “true trajectory.”

For assimilation, we generate an ensemble of vorticity fields along with an
ensemble of drifter initial conditions by choosing states of the system at various
times in its evolution. This is done mainly to ensure that each of the ensemble
members has a smooth vorticity field, which can be inverted without numeri-
cal instabilities to get the height field. For the hybrid filter, the flow ensemble
consists of Ne = 50 members whereas the drifter ensemble consists of M = 50
members for each flow member. For the EnKF, we choose an ensemble size of
Ne = 50. We also run this same ensemble forward in time without assimilation
and this is called a “free run.” The specific results we present are for the case
in which the time between observations is chosen to be Tobs = 0.25 days, with a
total of 50 observations assimilated.

We note that for the flow resampling step of the hybrid filter, currently we are
using bootstrap resampling scheme that involves reproducing the particles with
probabilities proportional to their weights.[12] This effectively reproduces most
of the high weight particles multiple times while effectively discarding the low
weight particles. As mentioned at the end of previous section, a careful examina-
tion of effects of different sampling schemes for the flow resampling, in particular
those suited to high or infinite dimensional sampling,[4,17,2,3,7] is certainly an
area of future work, and we feel that it will lead to further improvements of the
hybrid filter.

In Fig. 3, we show the mean of the three ensembles obtained from the free run
(top right), from EnKF (bottom left), and from hybrid method (bottom right),
as compared to the truth (top left), at the end of the assimilation window, i.e.,
at t = 12.5 days. We see that even the fairly short drifter trajectory (shown
in the inset) contains useful information about the velocity field. This can be
seen from the following observation: the mean of the free run ensemble does
not have the vortices near the middle left of the domain while the EnKF and
hybrid ensembles show the presence of these vortices. We also see that indeed
the assimilation has improved the estimation of the velocity and height fields
quite substantially.

We also quantify these conclusions by plotting the root mean square error
between the truth and the means of these three ensembles – Fig. 4 shows these
errors. We see that there is a gradual decrease in the error as more observations
are assimilated and the hybrid filter performs well in estimating the velocity
field. The free run is certainly very inefficient in estimating the drifter position,
clearly because of highly chaotic nature of the drifter trajectories even in this
simple flow field.

4 Discussion

Continuing the work in [18], we have presented the application of a hybrid
particle-ensemble Kalman filter for assimilating Lagrangian data into ocean
models. Note that the hybrid filter developed in [18] was only applied to a low-
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Fig. 3. The comparison of the velocity and height fields at the end of the assimilation
window, i.e., after 12.5 days, as given by the free run, the EnKF, and the hybrid filter

dimensional flow in that work so that resulting distributions could be compared
to a bench mark very-large-sample particle filter.

Lagrangian data assimilation is a challenging problem because of the fol-
lowing two reasons, each of which creates difficulties for some of the possible
assimilation methods: 1) Lagrangian data are obtained from highly nonlinear
drifter trajectories, and Kalman filter based techniques such as the ensemble
Kalman filter may fail because of this reason; 2) The fluid flow models into
which this data are assimilated are high dimensional, creating difficulties for the
use of particle filter based methods.

We presented the hybrid method which applies the EnKF to the high di-
mensional part of the phase space consisting of the fluid flow variables (e.g.
the vorticity field in the quasi-geostrophic model we used), while it applies the
particle filter to the low dimensional but highly nonlinear drifter dynamics. We il-
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Fig. 4. The RMS errors in the velocity field, drifter position, and vorticity field, as
compared to the truth, for the free run, EnKF, and the hybrid filter. Notice the log
scale for the position errors, which are essentially exponential for the free run.

lustrated the application of this method in a moderately high-dimensional quasi-
geostrophic model consisting of 5000 variables.

The results, even though preliminary in nature, are promising as can be
seen from Figs. 3-4. With a judicious choice of parameters, the hybrid filter can
outperform the EnKF and certainly does well in comparison to a free run of
the model without assimilation. We also pointed out the questions that need
to be investigated further, including the role of high-dimensional function space
sampling methods and the effect of choice of various parameters in the hybrid
filter. Furthermore, although this approach was developed for purely Lagrangian
instruments, we think it could prove effective for assimilating data from semi-
Lagrangian instruments such as gliders. We envision that uncertainty reflected
by variance in the Eulerian field could be used as on-the-fly guidance for choosing
future way points during a glider assimilation/control study.
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